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During the past few weeks, our nat i on ha s e:-q){~rienced an unusual 

phenomenon--a net, burst of public awareness. The prospects of gas less 

Sundays, slm-rer highway speeds, reduced .:lirl inc service , lowe r. t empera-

tures in home s and factories, and a less glittering Ch dstmas h ave Ii'..ade 

everyone keenly aware of the "energy cris is."- Seldom has publ:k in

terest and concern with an economic issue dc~ve loped so rapidly and so 

intensely. Suddenly everyone secu1s ~o tmderstand ·tha t we have a prob

lem. And, typical of American public behavior, some are spending all 

their ti.me trying_to identify the culpable parties. At the same time, 

others ar.e demanding immediate corrective acti.on as though the policy 

prescription were perfectly clear. 

It has been unsettling to have· this awarenzss thrust upon \ts. 

We are·· uncomfortable in being reminded that the shortage of energy has 

been evolving for some time and we are sobered by the thought that per-

haps this is only part of a general natur31 resource scarcity which we 

have been warned could affect our economy's performance . Only a few 

years ago, this concern spawned a flood of apocalyptic writinEs on the 

crisis of resource scarcity and over-population. At the time, the in

terest in these problems and some of the related environmental issues 

seemed far less seri.ous than th ey do today. Then, they appeared only 

to reflect a shift in· preferences rather than an obt. erved increas e in 

the magnitude of the problem. It was even argued by some thc!t th e prob-

lems a.ppca red to represent only what some writers h ave called 11man 's 
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need to have a crusade." But now the problems seem to have escalated, -· 

to be more real, more important. fmd more painful. 

Certainly, no one questions that scarcities or shortnges in the 

supply of raw materials and energy can, depending on their magnitude 

and the duration of their existence, have a significant negative impact 

on the economy's perfonnance. And just as certc1inly, prospects of de

terior;) tion in performance will call forth policies to c.orrcc t, contain 

or restrain the impacts of these shortages on both our short-term sta-

bility and long-term growth. 

This evening I would like to focus my remarks on this issue of 
\. 

economic policies in a changed environruent--an env~ronment where supply 

factors make economic policy· fonnulation and implementation an even 

more difficult challenge. I would like tc share with you some of the 

kin-:!s of ccnziderntior..3 that go into mak ing f>llv1l.c policies--icieas that 

are frequently not widely discussed because they are so broad and abstract. 

The implications of scarcities or shortages for economic stabilization 

policies--and here I mean the use of both monetary and fiscal policie.s 

to achieve and maintain stable prices and relatively full employment--are 

not simply abstract, theoretical exercises of concern to economists and 

the armchair policymaker. It seems clear to me that shortages of supply 

serve to constrain our achievable economic goals at least in the short run 

and the public must be aware of those constrc\ints if they, the public, 

are to give realistic direction to policy efforts, to have realistic 

expectations of the results that can. be achieved &-rid to make realistic 

assessments of economic policies and economic policymakers. 

Unfortunately, public expectations of the performance of economic 

polici.es even in the absence of scar.cities have been r;reater than those 
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policies could be reasonably expected to a_chieve, attributable I am 

afraid to · policym.3kcrs and economists who promised more than they could 

deliver. Since the 1930s, the government has been brought actively to 

the support of economic well-being, econosic stability and economic growth. 

It has been believed that the 11new economics" would solve our prob_lems--all 

that W3.S required was "good management." And we've had some success but 

also some failures over this period. To a substantial degree, the dif

ficulty has been that our expectations both for the economy and for eco

nomic policy have been greater than our capability to deliver. 

The basic emphasis of fiscal and monetary policy over the past 

few decades has been on the management of the demand for goods and ser

vices. Supply considerations have not been ignored, of course. We have, 

for example, affocted supply through agricultural s uppo14 t programs and 

minimum wage legislation even though supply e"ffects may not have been 

the primary or sole objective of these procr.ams. We have also taken 

the existing limits of capacity growth into account in our planning. 

But the basic thrust and emphasis __ have been on influencing and affecting 

private and public demands for goods and services. 

As everyone in this room is aware, efforts have been made to 

stimulate demand whenever we have had an underutiliz ation of our human 

resources--less than full employment. On the top side of the cycle, in 

order to reduce the pressures on prices, policies have been directed to 

reducing demand whenever our resources are fully utili.zed. 

In this di.rect if simplistic view of stabilization policy, it 

is assume d that full employment is possible without unacceptable price 

increas es. This follows in t:u.rn from the assumption that the factors 

of pro duction ot her than la.bor are idle or that we are 'capable of 
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providing them ve ry quickly. This means that no supply constraint or 

·only a limited supply const r aint is presume d to exist. As long as this 

is true , we can have son1e success through demand management policies in 

achieving full employment and stable prices. 
' 

The r easons for our lack of comple te success in following this 

type of scenario highlight some of the difficulties that economic policy 

faces in a changed environment where supply cons t raints may exist to a 

serious degree. Clearly there have been a number of periods in our his

tory in which we were unwilling or unable to restrain demands on our 

· productive potential and inflation resulted. You . will recall that in 
\ 

the early 1960s the economy was characterized by stable prices but an 

unemployment rate of about· 5 l/2 percent. Demand was stimulated. Later 

in the decade, the demands of the Vietnam war, with heavy pressures on 

manpower and other productive resources, plus the initiation of vast 

new government social programs--demands not covered by commensurate tax 

increases--reduced the· unemployment rate to 3 1/2 percent by 1969. At 

the same time, however, inflationary pressures mounted. These expan-

sionary policies sowed the seeds of an inflationary cycle from which 

we have not by any means fully extricated our selves. During this period, 

we simply asked too much from this economy in ten11s of both public and 

private goods. We did not heed our own estimates of capacity. Total 

supply could not adjust as rapidly as demands increased and price pres

sures resulted. This is another way of saying tha t publ:I.c expectations 

for the economy exceeded its ability to deliver. 

Public expect ations for economic policy have also exceeded the 

capacity to deliver. Our recent inflationary experiences indicate this 

very cleorly. As Chairman Burns has point ed out: "the severe rate of 
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inflation we have experienced in 1973 cannot possibly be attributed to 

monetary management or even to J?Ublic policies more generally. n The 

upsurge in prices this year reflects a variety of special influences. 

Some were demand 'oriented and affected to s01rie extent by policy--such 

as the worldwide economic boom superimposed on the boom in the United 

States and at the same time the depreciation of the dollar in foreign 

exchange markets boosted prices of imported goods and added to over

seas demands on our ovm productive resources. But the major influences 

were supply oriented. We encountered criticcJl shortages of basic ma-
..,,4# .. '~ 

terials since much needed expansion in industrial capacity to produce 

'\ 
these materials had not taken place. Crop failures in many countries 

.restricted available supplies. resulting in the rapid escalation of farm . 

product prices. At the same tim3, shortages in the energy field caused 

fueJ prices to ~purt upward. 

Even in the absence of unrealistic public expectations, these 

special factors would have made the formulation a.'1.d in:plementation of 

economic stabilization policies difficult. And now we appear to be con

fronted with an even more difficult situation as we look ahead to pos

sibly critical supply shortages. 

If we are to focus more carefully on the policy difficulties we 

may encounter, we should clarify the magnitude of the supply problem. 

Obviously, if we are rapidly moving toward an environment in which our 

population growth and per capita resource demands exceed availability, 

we end up with the apocalyptic conclusion of "Doomsd.:1y." Th is I reject 

completely. Exhaustive studies by the Resources for the Future, among 

others, haye shown that there is no foreseeable limitation on supplies 
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__ of b asic natural res ources. __ Extre_me pessimism i s als o unwarranted be-

~ause i t attaches ins uffic ic11:t weigh t t o the i mpre ssive array of adaptive 

nechani sms .thro u.6.h whic h c..-·'.:2';..lr ket e ca noir!J such as o urs responds to 
\ 

shif t i ng patterns of r e source scarcity. Technoloeical change and changes 
I 

1.n relative prices are powerf ul mechani sms. Our proven adapt a.bHity is 

a basic strength. Ma'1y of -you may remertbe1: the fo re. casts of the 1930s 

and 19L•Os that our economy was stagnating--that economic growth was no 

longer possible or likely. But our economic growth wa s phenomenal. The 

curr.en t situation should not l ead us into again making the s a1rle fore-
-t.,. 

! • 

casting error. " t 
I do not mean to play dm,m the short-run adjustment problem we 

face. But even in the short run the price mechanism can and does work. · 

With limited supplies, price signals w:ill activate the adjustment mecha
l 
I 

' ism. 

Even if we wer_e confident that we could adjust to supply constraints 

, 11e still haven't elimina ted the difficulties for economic policy or our 
I 
:expectations of wha t these poli~ies can deliver. First, the adjustment 

I 

:takes titre. It is not instantaneous. Thus, we can argue that in the 
I 

I 
!presence of shortages of supply, policies d~signed to expand total output 
I 
land perhaps increase employment through demand management inay work more 

I 
1slowly than they would without supply constraints. Second, the process 

I 
.of adjusting s upplies upward ·will, in a r.:arket economy, require increas es 

in prices. It is the price rechanism tha t comrnunicates the demands for 

, increased capacity, raw m3terials or new t echnologies. 
J • 

There is an implicat ion in th is tha t economic policies in the 

I 

coming years might profi t ably focus on steps to i mprove the adaptive 
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_rr.echanism::-:-_steps to smooth _out __ or speed up the short-run adjµstment 

and reduce the price pressur:es necessary to activate adjustments by 

making appropriate institutional ...cJ.anges. Further, established policies 

' ' and programs should be reviewed for indications of costly supply re-s tric-

tions and new problel:lS conB idered for stimulnting supply directly. Nor 

should we igno re other n ew prograr:1s designed for othe r purposes. The 

costs in terms of the effects on supplies should be explicitly con

sidered in our cost-benefit calculations. 

Even with improvements in the speed of adjustment, it will, I 
_,. 

fear, be difficult to achieve bot~1 of our goals of full employment and 
.,j 

price stability simultaneously. It may even be_ impossible if we insist 

oi1 defining our short-run goals too restrictively--say 4 percent unem-

ployment and 2 percent inflation. In the presence. of non-human resource 

scarcities: we may not always be able to achieve · full employment before 

generating price pres~ures on our other resources. Adaptation may simply 

not be that rzpid. So indeed, this puts heavy pressure on economic 

policy formulation and implemen~ation--especially so if we are as a 

nation 1.mwilling or incapable of naking what has been called the cruel 

choice between increasing u."'1employment and increasing inflation. 

Even if the "cruel choice" is made, there are problems for policy 

in a resource-constrained environment in which supplies adjust slowly. 

The process of achieving the goal of minimum unemployment could put us 

in a future position where not only is the goal of price stability out

side its r ange of tolerance but also where it is impossible to continue 

to achieve acceptable· rates of, unemployment. The objective of econ9mic 

policy controls cannot be simply to get us from where we are to ·where 
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we would like to be. The optimal policy is one that brin gs the economy 

to ~ des ired point in the ''best way." The economy is dynam:i.c. Policy 

actions set in motion a whole train of events that if not carefully watched 

can bring us to fl . state beyond the ta1.·ge ted point that is un ten.ab le. 

All this means simply that our policies must be conceived within 

a broader time frame than in the past. The short run merges much more 

rapidly into the. long run when adaptions to-·-and adaptions of--supply 

shortages take time. Our short-run successes of economic policy may not 

look as good as they have in the past, but over a longer tirne frame per

haps they will be closer to wha::. we really ·want. 

I 

What then are the appropr1ate policy considerations for the 1970s? 

What are the alternative strategies in a changing environment? I am cer-

tain that for some of you what I have said so f ar is terribly abstract. 

For others the outline presented is naive and simplistic. I would agree 

with both groups. I do not pretend to have the policy answers com

pletely and clearly identified. Most of these views will require further 

evaluation. But I do feel that these ideas, sketchy at best, give us 

some direction for the road ahead, somz indication of where the road 

blocks and rough roads may lie for policy and for the publk 's expecta

tions of our economy's performance. 

Of greatest concern to me is the point I made earlier, that ~s, 

the tendency for public expectations to outrun realities in the economic 

sphere. This isn't a new problem, but with shortages--even though cor

rectable or adjustable over time--it takes on added seriousness for 

economic policy. If we fail to recognize that available economic re

sources form a constraint upon national abilities to achj_eve our goals, 
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-the gap between expectations and real it ics will widen. It isn't nee es-

sary .to write a whole scenario before it becomes clear that the wider 

the gap, the greater the public concern, the greater the demands for 

·action, and the, greater the likelihood of ineffectual or inappropriate 

economic policies. 

This does not mean that any of us are opposed to an i1nproved 

quality of life or that we roust revert to an "anti-environmentalist" 

stance. But it does n1ean the realization that decisions to produce 

public benefits impose costs. We need to weigh these costs and benefits 

not only for the particular program under consideration but also against 
i.., 

all of the other programs with benefits ~nd real _resource costs. In 

terms of public policy, this .suggests the need for Congressional budget-

ary reform, especially in putting an end to fragmen ted consideration -of 

expenditures and by relating expenditures to prospective revenues and 

_the nation's needs. It is essential that Congressio~al responsibility 

for resource allocation · be perfonued with the s""me emphasis on the total 

outcome which is given to the preparation of the budge t by the Executive 

branch. 

One additional point peripheral to the dangers of excessive 

expectations, but related in the sense it concerns an increasing but 

important constraint on resources, is the rapidity of economic growth . 

throughout the world. Resource needs have grown r apj_dly as standards 

of living in industrialized nations abroad have approached ours. Too 

little ha~ been noted of the possible effects of this growing pressure 

of demands. Ob·'-.riously, foreign economies have and will be increas ingly 

competitive in the world resource markets, including our own. No longer 

can we view resources as virtually unlimited. This element too will 

force- us to constrain our expectations. 
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______________ Returning _ _agai~ __ to _my _earJier disct1ssio{l., we might _ also tote ~p 

some of the changes that may _be necessary in the public's expectations 

of economic policy performance. The old eoal choice or trade-off be-

' ' tween unemployment and price stability still exists, but in a world 

of even short-run shortages, new difficulties are added. As noted ear

lier, economic stabilization policies may well have to be fonnulated 

and implemented with a view to a longer time frame. We will have to 

look more carefully beyond the short-run effects that we can achieve 

to the longer-run conditions we may create. Hore flexible fiscal poli

cies may be a part of the answer, as would appear to be policies and 

programs to smooth out or shorten the time necessa~ to make adjustments. 

But I would be misleading you and contributing to excessive expectations 

of polkymakers' abilities if I suggested that we have all--cr even r:10s t 

of--the: answers. Ou:c knowledge of control procedures for t.his t:ype of 

environment is still l~mited but it is growing. 

Clearly, humility and cautiousness must characterize our approach 

to economic stabilization. Given the dynamic nature of our economic 

system, we must proceed like a physkian. He makes an initial diagnosis 

and prescribes a treatment. Since there is a possibility that the ini

tial diagnosis is incorrect, or that the prescription produces ·undesirable 

side effects, he arranges for some monitoring to check up on his diagnosis 

and treatl!lent. If the patient doesn't respond as the proenosis suggests, 

he changes the treatment. Our economic stabil:Lzation controls must follow 

a similar patten1. 

To stretch the analoCT _somewhat, the physician's difficulties . 

arise when the patient's wife becomes upset because the physician's 

efforts to not brinr, inuuediate success (excessive expectations), she 
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evaluates the physician as being incompetent and prescribes her own 

home remedy, with possibly serious results. We must guard against en

couraging more than our policies can deliver, but we must also clearly 

\ 

identify what we think we can reasonably deliver to warrant reasonable 

public patience in achieving the goals. 

It has been said that politicians and intellectuals are tradi

tional "viewers with alarm. 11
• Any other attitude would compromise their 

reputation. They consider it their duty to decry gaps between the per

formance of the economy and its potential. If they didn't, their col

leagues would believe they had sold out or had lost their critical 

faculties. 

The current and short-run prospects of our economy are a matter 

of concern but not of alarm. And I say this feeling strc:1gly that I 

haven't sold out ci~ lost my critical faculties. The. economy can and 

will adjust to the developing environment of relative shortages. It 

was in the process of doing so before the recent burst of public aware

ness. And based on my earlier experience in fiscal policy and now my 

experiences in monetary policy, I know that although it will be a dif

ficult challenge we have the capability of meeting it. 

America is the strongest of all nations--in our productive capa

bilities (agricultural as well as industrial), in our natural resources, 

in our steadfast belief in our democratic form of government (d.espite 

recurring frustrations and credibility gaps) and in the indominable 

spirit of our people. Let us not lose that perspective as we worry 

through the problems of today. 
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